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Message from the Board

Board Members

These are trying times. With environmental degradation, terrorism, violence,
and social discord the world seems to be in turmoil. At dark times, it is
challenging to hold the tension and find within ourselves the still place of
equilibrium and beauty that helps us weather the storms. We are fortunate to
have a place of community in the Maine Jung Center where we can join with
others to go deeper by exploring the roots of some of these trying issues to find
a larger meaning that connects us to the whole.

BOARD MEMBERS

With the theme of: Bearing the Opposites: Transcendence in Trying Times our
hope is that the programs for the coming year will help us each find the balance
that’s necessary to mitigate the darkness. We enter the new season of
programming with the perfect cautionary tale presented by Figures of Speech
Theatre, Hans Christian Anderson's Nightingale. What holds real value? What
happens when we (as a culture) become obsessed with the artificial? Other fall
programs include Paul Huss presenting on Life After Life and the benefits of
working with Shadow; Teresa Arendell on Finding Hope in an Age of Climate
Change; Patricia Reis on the Redemptive Arts; Julie Sgarzi on Finding Meaning
in Psyche; and Amy Haible on the Metaphysics of Emotions. The year’s
programming will culminate in May with an insightful presentation by Zurichbased Bernhard Sartorius on the personal and collective unconscious
dimensions of extremism and terrorism.

Freda Bernotavicz, Board Co-Chair,
Communication/Development Committee
Thankful Butler, Membership Committee Co-Chair
Jack Collins, Membership Committee
Christine Gianopoulos, Treasurer, Finance Committee Chair
Nanette Giacoma, Program Committee Co-Chair
Amy Haible, Membership Committee Co-Chair,
Communication/Development Committee Co-Chair
Lisa Hammer, Docent Liaison
Ed Hawes, Library Committee Chair
Audrey McMorrow, Board Co-Chair, Personnel Committee Chair,
Membership Committee
Linda Sadoff, Communications/Development Committee Co-Chair
Peggy Schick, Communications/Development Committee

You’ll note some changes at the Center. We were sorry to lose Susan Bauer, our
Coordinator for two years, and are grateful to Carol Plummer who stepped in
as Interim Coordinator on very short notice. We welcome our new
Coordinator, Kali Coles and invite you to visit the Center and meet her in
person. We will sorely miss Mary Kelley and Jen Stanbro, who have stepped
down from their positions as Board Co-Chair and Secretary, and appreciate
their dedication to the Center. We welcome Audrey McMorrow as Board
Co-Chair and new Board members Jack Collins, Nanette Giacoma and Lisa
Hammer. Many thanks to these volunteers and our docents. We will appreciate
hearing from anyone who is interested in helping with Center tasks in some
way. Please visit www.mainejungcenter.org/become-a-docent/ for information or
email Volunteer Coordinator Lisa Hammer at lbhammer62@tidewater.net.
			
		
Freda Bernotavicz and Audrey McMorrow, Board Co-Chairs
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Calendar & Index
September

December

Friday, 16 Members' Eve, The Nightingale..................................................................... 5

Friday, 2nd Movie Night, 8½................................................................................................20

Sunday, 18th David Peloquin, Tools of Individuation:
Understanding the Crisis of Worldviews............................................................................. 6

Sunday, 4th Patricia Reis, Workshop: Psychotherapy and Memoirs ........................18

th

Friday, 23rd Movie Night, The DMT Particle...................................................................20
Sunday, 25th Amy Haible, Metaphysics of Emotion......................................................... 7

October
Sunday, 2nd John Philson, Tools of Individuation:
Where the Two Came to Their Father................................................................................. 8
Friday, 7th David Peloquin & Ed DesJardin, Concert: Tangled up in Song.............. 9

January
Saturday, 21st Victoria Hart and Mary Kelley,
Hecate: Goddess of the Crossroads...................................................................................19
Friday Film Nights...................................................................................................................20
General Information.......................................................................................................21-22

Sunday, 9th Amy Haible, Metaphysics of Emotion........................................................... 7
Tuesdays, 11th and 25th Core Course: Terror & the Impulse to Destroy..................10
Friday, 14th Movie Night: Enchantment of the Serpent................................................20
Sundays, 16th and 23rd Class: Jung's Ideas in Relation to
Contemporary Brain Science...............................................................................................11
Friday, 21st & Saturday 22rd Mildred Harris Weekend: Life After Life.............12-15

For more information and program updates,
visit us on the web at www.mainejungcenter.org

Friday, 28th Julie Sgarzi, Stuck; Frozen; Immobilized......................................................16

November
Friday, 11th Teresa Arendell, Finding Hope in an Age of Climate Change............17
Sundays, 13th , 20th and 27rd Class: Jung's Ideas in Relation to
Contemporary Brain Science...............................................................................................11
Tuesdays, 15th and 29th Core Course: Terror & the Impulse to Destroy..................10
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Members' Evening

Tools of Individuation

Figures of Speech Theatre presents:
The Nightingale

Understanding the Crisis of Worldviews:

September 16, 2016
5:30 pm
Pilgrim House, Fellowship Hall, First Parish Church, Brunswick
members/Guests of members $30

Members will receive
an invitation to this event.
If you're not already
a member and want
to attend, please join!

Our offering to our Members this year is a beautiful performance of Hans
Christian Anderson's fairy tale, The Nightingale. Set in China in the Emperor's
court, we witness his transformation as he hears the song of the Nightingale
and becomes torn between the world he knows at court and the mystery of
Nature which has begun to stir in his heart. Of course, as in all great fairy tales,
this does not make for an easy time.
Figures of Speech Theatre will interpret this tale using original vocal music, live
actors dressed in lush, silk costumes, and 4-foot tall puppets hand-carved in
the Japanese bunraku style. Exquisitely presented, their performances have won
the coveted UNIMA Citation of Excellence, the highest award in American
puppet theater.
We welcome members and their guests to step into the court of the Chinese
Emperor as we dine on delicacies, converse with other Jung Center companions, and talk with performers from Figures of Speech Theatre. This promises
to be another magical Members' Evening!
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Jungian insight into the complexities of terrorism,
radicalization, and political polarization

David Peloquin
Sunday, September 18, 2016
2 to 4 pm
Jung Center, 183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
members $15, non-members $20
Since the primal emergence of humankind, at least seven major worldviews
have evolved. According to the work of Clare Graves, Jean Gebser, Don Beck,
Ken Wilber, and many others, we know that once a worldview has emerged, it
is here to stay. Add to this sobering reality the understanding that archetypes,
as Carl Jung declared, are “lacking in solid content, hence… unconscious.”
The seven worldviews can be described as: Archaic, Magic, Mythic, Rational,
Pluralistic, Integral, and Transpersonal. We can gain deep insight into some
of the most confusing aspects of our current world crisis by examining how
differing and often dissonant worldviews present a myriad of ways to define
what is good, true, or real. Each worldview, as well, differs in how it perceives
the values of all other worldviews.
Our goal will be to outline the seven worldviews and explore their different
ways of interpreting truth and reality. Jung’s pioneering work continues
to inform the pressing questions of our time and offers hope for possible
solutions to some of our most urgent concerns, including terrorism,
radicalization, and political polarization in the present 2016 presidential race.
David Peloquin is an essayist, poet, playwright, and internationally known
folk musician. His first meditation instructor, Eugene Tonoff, introduced him
to the work of Carl Jung in the early 1970s. He has lectured extensively on a
variety of topics including, but not limited to, Ken Wilber, Joseph Campbell,
and Integral Theory. He lives in the woods of Windsor, Maine where he
provides private instruction in Insight Meditation at Water’s Edge Arts.
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The Metaphysics of Emotion: Staying
Present in Emotional Flow

Tools of Individuation

A Two-Part Series with Amy Haible

John Philson

Sundays, September 25 and October 9, 2016
2 to 4 pm
Jung Center, 183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
members $40, non-members $50 both classes
Emotions and thoughts are forms of electromagnetic energy. Yet because we do
not experience them as having 3-dimensional qualities, we view them as inner
experiences with little or no effect on what we perceive as our “outer” world.
This class introduces the concept that thoughts and emotions are part of a
quantum world, one that is instinctively seeking to merge non-material spirit
with the physical body via the metaphysics of emotion. Four principles of
emotional energy patterns will be presented that will change how attendees
think about and experience their emotions.
We will be encouraged to view our world as a series of moments of attraction
for which we become increasingly responsible. A simple pattern of “flow” will
be presented and participants will be asked to share and discuss their own
experiences. We will learn how modern chaos theory and non-linear dynamics
support the concept of “flow” and why we have been historically unable to
conceive of “flow” patterning until the present. Implications for the future will
be discussed.
Amy Haible has a Master’s in Transpersonal Studies as well as in Urban and
Regional Planning. She served as Brunswick’s Planning Director from 1988 until
1993, when she left to manage two of Senator Bill Cohen’s state offices. Since 1998,
Amy has maintained a private practice in mind/body/spirit healing. Her most
recent offering at the Jung Center was a four-part discussion series on Joachim
Wolf ’s “Understanding the Grand Design: The Inner Logic of Spiritual Reality.”
Amy lives in Harpswell with her husband and two Scottish Terriers who are
teaching them both about aging gracefully.
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Where the Two Came to Their Father
Sunday, October 2, 2016
2 to 4 pm
Jung Center, 183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
members $15, non-members $20
75 years ago in the early months of America’s entry into WWII, Navaho
medicine men, known as “singers,” reconstituted an obsolete rite to bless
the young Navahos soon to become warriors in the fight against the Axis
powers. Artist Maud Oakes, the singer Jeff King, Heinrich Zimmer and
others collaborated in capturing elements of the ceremony, known as
“Where the Two Came to Their Father,” and publishing them in large folio
format as the first book of the Bollingen series – later to include the 20
volume set of Carl Jung’s writings in English translation.
Of central interest is the reproduction, by Oakes, of the sand paintings
generated as part of the rite. After Zimmer died in mid-production, a
promising graduate student of his was selected to contribute a commentary
on the subject of comparative mythology and its pertinence to the material;
the student’s name was Joseph Campbell. The volume quickly became a
collector’s item, and the original large folio edition is now very difficult to
obtain.
This presentation is an opportunity for immersion in a seminal moment in
cultural and publishing history. The centerpiece of this presentation, as with
the book, will be slides and commentary on the sand paintings, and will
include background on the ceremonies and personalities involved.
John Philson has been an IT and Investment Finance practitioner who has
had a lifelong fascination with dreams, comparative mythology, issues relating
to psyche/soma and the spirit of place, having discovered the approach of Jung
and his followers as a college freshman. Recently he has become reacquainted
with the disciplines and desires to share some of the waypoints he has found of
critical importance.
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Tangled up in Song:

Bob Dylan, Paul Simon, and Leonard Cohen
A Concert by David Peloquin and Ed DesJardins
Friday, October 7, 2016, 7 to 9 pm
friends meeting house
1837 Forest Ave, Portland, Maine
concert: members $20, non-members $30
Join Maine musicians David Peloquin and Ed DesJardins in an evening
concert of poetry and music from three legendary singer songwriters: Bob
Dylan, Paul Simon, and Leonard Cohen. Themes of love, loss, innocence, and
experience will be balanced with meditations on time, existential dislocation,
and transcendence.
At different moments, each of these artists has been called Prophet,
Symbolist, Spiritual Outlaw, and other names not as flattering. Crystalline
words and phrases from their best work, as Simon might put it, “are woven
indelibly into our hearts and our brains.” Many songs like Dylan’s Tangled Up
in Blue, Simon’s Graceland, and Cohen’s Hallelujah have become part of our
planetary literature.
David and Ed intend to honor each artist’s distinctive poetic voice, and trust
that the sparse musical arrangements will reveal subtle beauty that is often
obscured by overproduction in studio recordings.
The set list will also include a nod to Woody Guthrie, Tom Waits, and Steve
Goodman as well as original songs by Ed DesJardins.
David Peloquin is an internationally known folk musician and author.
His group, Compass Rose, has performed at the Kennedy Center for the Arts.
As essayist and independent scholar, he is focused on the work of Leonard
Cohen, Herman Melville, and Ralph Waldo Emerson. David is associated with
several Leonard Cohen websites including Cohencentric.com, where his essays
on Leonard Cohen can be found.
Ed DesJardins, one of Maine’s finest singer-songwriters, alternates between
guitar and piano and tackles meaningful subject matter with thoughtprovoking lyrics. As sideman to other artists, he lends his abilities as
collaborator and multi-instrumentalist. Ed owns and operates Lakeside
recording Studio in Readfield where he has produced several records for fellow
artists.
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Core Course: Complex and Archetype
Terror and the Impulse to Destroy
Thankful Butler and Christos Gianopoulos
Tuesdays, October 11 and 25, November 15 and 29, 2016
6:30 to 8:30 pm
Jung Center, 183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
members $80, non-members $90
From the perspective of Jungian psychology, archetypes and complexes
are core features of one’s basic make-up. Jung says that Archetypes
play a vital role in one’s psychic economy because they reflect certain
instinctive impulses of the primitive psyche; the real but invisible roots of
consciousness. Complexes, though they never ‘go away’, can be managed if
we learn to understand them.
We in the West have developed a rational mindset which helps us mitigate
our complexes, yet we are shocked that our rational way of thinking has
created so much resistance and antipathy from other cultures toward
Western worldview. The tension of the opposites between the material world
and the world of spirit/religion has magnified our complexes. In some ways,
in the US, we are more ‘complexed’ than prior to 9/11.
How do we find the via regia as we juggle our own quest as a culture with
those of other, very different worldviews? Join us in a discussion of Jung’s
core principles of Archetype and Complex as we also shed light on the
predicament in which we in the West are caught at this time.
Thankful Butler, MA, is a therapist and graduate of Pacifica Graduate
Institute. She has a long-standing interest in dreams, fairy-tales, myth, and
the writings of C.G. Jung. She has kept a dream journal for over thirty-five
years. In recent years, she has been considering what has been triggered in the
underbelly of the collective American psyche that we have generated incredible
violence against each other. To help offset this calamitous world condition, she
is an active member of the Maine Jung Center Board, and spends time tending
her garden in South Portland.
Christos Gianopoulos, MA, MPA, teaches philosophy at the University of
Maine and at Southern Maine Community College in Brunswick. He has
taught many courses on the History of World Religions, as well as courses on
the History of Islam and the Middle East.
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Jung’s Ideas in Relation to
Contemporary Brain Science
A five-part class with Will Furber
Five Sundays:
October 16 and 23, November 13, 20, and 27, 2016
2 to 4 pm
Jung Center, 183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
members $100, non-members $120
Jung’s ideas were developed before many recent scientific advances in our
understanding of brain function. How do Jung's ideas relate to this new
scientific understanding? Are they supported, disproven, or do they provide
opportunities for helpful dialogue or enhanced clarity contributing to the
insight of each point of view?
Some of this new scientific material is presented in a clear and thoughtprovoking manner in the documentary series The Brain by David Eagleman,
recently aired on PBS. The topics addressed in the series include the nature
of reality, including the question of what may seem real but may really
be illusion, the nature of a person's sense of individuality, the nature of
the unconscious mind, the question of how individual decisions may
be influenced by brain function, the impact of culture and other social
influences, disturbing thoughts about the recurring nature of human
depravity, and thoughts about the future of the psyche.
Participants will be asked to view selected episodes of the documentary
prior to each class. During the class relevant material from Jung’s work will
be presented and there will be opportunities for discussion.
The PBS series, currently available on Youtube, will also be available for
viewing at the Jung Center. It may also be purchased or viewed at other local
libraries.
Will Furber is a Jungian analyst from North Bath, Maine. He is a faculty
member and former board member of the Boston Jung Institute. He also
helped found the Maine Jung Center.
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Mildred Harris Weekend
There are as many nights as days, and the one is just as long as
the other in the year's course. Even a happy life cannot be without a measure of darkness, and the word "happy" would lose
its meaning if it were not balanced by sadness. It is far better to
take things as they come along with patience and equanimity.
C.G. Jung

About Mildred Harris
Mildred’s involvement with Analytical Psychology began
in 1935. She was a charter member of the Analytical
Psychology Club of the C. G. Jung Foundation of New York.
In 1936, Mildred attended Jung’s lectures at Bailey Island
in Maine, where Jung predicted an unfavorable prognosis
for a Jungian cure for her epilepsy. Nevertheless, she
attributed her eventual recovery to the years of analysis
she undertook in New York.
Mildred practiced physical therapy in New York, utilizing
techniques in yoga, breathing and imagery, and taught training courses on
relaxation and natural childbirth. In 1978, she retired and moved to Brooklin,
Maine, where her family had summered for years. Mildred became a vibrant
member of the Jungian community in Maine, attending the Jung Seminars at
Bowdoin College under the direction of Professor Bill Geoghegan.
Her regard for Jungian psychology and her love of Maine came together in the
1988 founding of the C. G. Jung Center for Studies in Analytical Psychology.
Mildred served as a consultant to the newly-formed Center and taught a course
entitled, “Psyche and Soma: Developing Innate Integrative Capabilities.”
Mildred Harris died in 1989. Her gift and legacy live on as the C. G. Jung Center.
The Mildred Harris Lecture is held each fall in her honor.
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Mildred Harris Weekend
Lecture and Salon
Life After Life: A Jungian Psychological
Perspective

Mildred Harris Lecture by Paul Huss
Friday, October 21, 2016, 7 to 9 pm
Curtis Library, Brunswick, Maine
presentation: free
Salon with Teresa Arendell and Chris beach
Saturday, October 22, 2016, 9:30 am to 12:30 pm
Jung Center, 183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
members $20, non-members $30

Paul Huss

Life After Life: A Jungian Psychological Perspective

This presentation will focus on Jung’s “visions” following a heart attack in 1944
and his subsequent dream. His experiences are highly instructive relative to
what Michael Grosso calls, “the archetype of death and enlightenment.”
Jung felt strongly that “a man should be able to say he has done his best to form
a conception of life after death, or to create an image of it – even if he must
confess failure. Not to have done so is a vital loss.” The presentation will consist
of reflections on this theme.

Teresa Arendell and Chris Beach
Salon

This Saturday morning gathering, facilitated by Teresa Arendell and Chris
Beach, promises to be a lively discussion of the prior Friday evening's lecture
by Paul Huss, this year's Mildred Harris Lecturer and Jungian Analyst. Please
join us if you'd like to participate in further conversation.
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Mildred Harris Presenters:
Paul Huss, Honored Speaker

For nearly thirty years Paul Huss, DMin, was an integral member of the Maine
Jung Center. He co-founded the Center, having secured, together with Jungian
analyst Will Furber, an endowment through Mildred Harris’s donation of the
funds from the sale of a Hans Hoffman painting. One of the stipulations for the
Mildred Harris gift was the offering of an annual lecture in her name; Paul is this
year’s honored speaker in this lecture series.
Paul was the first president of the Center’s Board of Directors. Always calm and
insightful, Paul aided the functioning of the Center by participating on numerous
committees across the years. He facilitated film showings and book discussions.
He taught innumerable courses which ranged across a broad array of topics; these
topics included, among others, the principles of Jungian theory and practice, the
psychological significance of the Gospels, conscious aging and conscious dying,
complex and archetypes, individuation and Self-realization, the shadow and
wholeness. His courses were enormously popular, always filling to the maximum
enrollment and sometimes resulting in a second course offering to accommodate
the people on the long waiting list. He was also a popular lecturer at various
Jungian associations in the Northeast.
During his three decades in Brunswick, Paul maintained a lively private
practice in Jungian analysis. He contributed to the Boston C. G. Jung Institute’s
training program through committee work, teaching, and supervision of training
candidates.
Having recently retired, Paul and his wife Marilyn, who also has contributed
significantly to the Maine Jung Center, have relocated to East Blue Hill. The
Center is delighted to have Paul as this year’s Mildred Harris speaker. Please join
us in honoring Paul for his many contributions to the life of the Center.
(Teresa Arendell, PhD, Jungian Analyst)
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Mildred Harris Weekend, cont'd:
Salon Facilitators:
Teresa Arendell, PhD, is a Jungian analyst practicing and living in Maine. She
is active with both the Maine Jung Center and the C. G. Jung Institute—Boston.
Teresa is an experienced teacher and writer. Experiencing the natural world and
activities with her grandchildren are among her greatest delights.
Chris Beach, JD, Jungian analyst, has a private practice in Portland, Maine.
He works with individuals, facilitates dream groups, and teaches courses on
dream interpretation, psychological type, Jungian psychology, active imagination
and ethics. Formerly, Chris served first as a teacher and headmaster in Kenya and
later as an assistant attorney general representing Maine’s Department
of Human Services.

Mark your calendars for our Spring major speakers:
BERNARD SARTORIUS
The Personal and Collective Dimensions of Extremism,
with Particular Consideration of Near-Eastern Terrorism
April 28th and 29th, 2017
RICHARD TARNAS
A Kairos Moment in an Archetypal Cosmos
June 2nd and 4th, 2017
For more information, visit us on the web at
www.mainejungcenter.org
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Stuck; Frozen; Immobilized: Finding
Meaning in Psyche
Julie Sgarzi
Friday, October 28, 2016
7 to 9 pm
Fellowship Hall, Pilgrim House
First Parish Church, Brunswick, Maine
members $20, non-members $30
What is happening
when we feel utterly
stuck—in our lives or
on a project? Is there
meaning in these
feelings of paralysis
that arise so frequently?
What is needed to
reawaken our energetic
nature?
Inevitably, there are
times when we each
feel stuck—unable to Entremet by Amy Earles ©2014, courtesy of the artist
live fully and connect
with the creative nature of psyche and the energies needed to animate
and propel us into life. In this talk and discussion, we will investigate how
psyche immobilizes and frees, exploring the vital place of image and symbol
in reconnecting with the unconscious and transforming what once was
hopelessly stuck.
Julie Sgarzi holds a doctorate in Depth Psychology and lectures in Maine and
California on cultural issues as viewed from a Depth Psychological Perspective.
She lives in Los Angeles and South Bristol, ME, and has presented for many
years at the Bowdoin Jung Seminar and at the Maine Jung Center. She is a past
Board member of the Philemon Foundation and Opus Archive and Research
Center, and currently is a member of the Center’s Program Committee.
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Finding Hope in an Age of Climate
Change

Psychotherapy and Memoirs:
The Redemptive Arts

A Salon with Teresa Arendell

A Workshop with Patricia Reis

friday, november 11, 2016
7 to 9 pm
Jung Center, 183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
$15 members/$20 non-members

Sunday, December 4, 2016
1 to 4 pm
Beam classroom, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine
$30 members/$40 non-members

Climate change is a challenging
topic that many people find difficult
to think about deeply or to discuss.
Exploring our feelings about the
changing climate can be especially
daunting. In this discussion group
we explore our thoughts and feelings
about the far-reaching changes
happening – on land, in air, and in the
seas. Further, we reflect upon how we find hope in the midst of uncertainty
and upheaval, and how we find support for resilience and creative living in this
age.

There are clear parallels between psychotherapy and memoir. Both engage
the psyche in important ways. We tell our life stories, and we listen to what
life stories tell us. Psychotherapy relies on our ability to remember the past
and through reflection construct a more invigorating life narrative. Memoir
has memory in its etymology, and is also in pursuit of reconstructing the
past. Both are driven by a desire to experience our lives through emotion,
instinct, and in the case of memoir, through literary craft.

This is a two hour program with a maximum of twenty participants.
Teresa Arendell, PhD, is a Jungian analyst living and working in Maine. She has
particular interest in Jung’s work on Nature and Psyche and its relevance for our
psychological well-being in relation to climate change.
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Research confirms that writing about emotionally charged memories is good
for the health of the writer, not simply as confessional relief, but as cognitive
restructuring, seeing one’s life struggle in a new way. The same could be said
for therapy. There is a drive to understand our individual stories as part of
the human condition, past the narratives of shame and blame. Good writing
and good therapy, one written and one oral, work with life narratives in such
a way as to offer repair, reparation and redemption. Yet there are important
differences.
This workshop focuses on memoir and explores the wisdom and revelation
gained in both writing and reading memoir. Memoir traverses various
narrative struggles from grief, recovery, trauma, survival, family dramas,
relationships, political unrest, and many other vicissitudes of the human
condition. Several prominent memoirs will be examined for their ability to
enlarge our capacity for empathy and compassion.
Patricia Reis is a writer and psychotherapist. The author of five books,
including the recent memoir, Motherlines: Love, Longing and Liberation
(2016), she is also the creator/producer of the DVD, Arctic Refuge Sutra. She
has a BA from the University of Wisconsin in English Literature, and an MFA
from the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) in Sculpture. In 1986,
she earned an MA from the Pacifica Graduate Institute in Depth Psychology
and has a private psychotherapy practice. She divides her time between
Portland, Maine and Nova Scotia.
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Hecate: Goddess of the Crossroads

Friday Film Nights at the Center

Victoria Hart and Mary Kelley

If you’d like to facilitate a movie night,
please let us know at info@mainejungcenter.org.

Saturday, january 21, 2017
10 am - 12 pm
Jung Center, 183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
members $20, non-members $30

7 pm at the Jung Center
183 Park Row, Brunswick, Maine
Donations welcomed

We invite clinicians and non-clinicians to join us
in exploring how mythology can give insight into
contemporary life. Using the myth of Hecate, we will
consider how the Goddess of the Crossroads provides
nonlinear cues for exploring difficult life passages,
activating the wisdom of the unconscious as well as
that of the feminine principle, using everyday and
clinical examples. This will be a two-hour discussion
session.
Victoria Hart, MSW, LCSW, is a Zürich trained
Jungian analyst. She received her BA from USM in
1995, earned her MSW from UNE in 1998 and postgraduate certification in Hospice and End-of-Life Care
from Smith College in 2002. Beginning in 2005 and
completed in 2012, her analytic training was focused
in Switzerland with clinical practice in the US. She has
one adult son and is living and working in mid-coast
Maine.
Mary Kelley is a Psychotherapist in Brunswick and Past Co-Chair of the Maine
Jung Center. She has extensive experience as a trainer in community mental
health.
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Movie nights are an opportunity to view a member-chosen film of interest
in a small group and to participate afterwards in an informal discussion.
No registration necessary.
September 23
DMT Particle: The Spirit Molecule (2010) | Directed by Mitch Schultz
Viewing facilitated by Julie Sgarzi
This intriguing documentary explores DMT (dimethyltryptamine), a
hallucinogenic compound found naturally in the human brain and hundreds
of plant species. By considering ideas from science, spirituality, psychology,
and philosophy, the film plumbs this unusual element sometimes referred to
as “The God Particle." Conversations with researchers, various experts and
volunteers about their experiences with DMT will surely test our assumptions
about the boundaries between the conscious and unconscious. The film
explores ideas, speculations, and research into DMT and its "theoretical
role in near-death and birth experiences; alien abduction experiences; and
the uncanny similarities in Biblical prophetic texts describing DMT-like
experiences." (Julie Sgarzi)
October 14
Embrace of the Serpent (2015) | Directed by Ciro Guerrera
Viewing facilitated by Rob Elder
A Colombian film directed by Ciro Guerra, Embrace of the Serpent is an
original, meditative, and strange journey into the soul of the Amazon rain
forest. Nominated for an Academy Award in 2016, this heartbreaking film
points to our own continuing search for deeper connections. (Rob Elder)
December 2
8½ (1963) | Directed by Frederico Fellini
Viewing facilitated by Tom Bowman
In one of the greatest films of all time, Marcello Mastroianni stars as a film
director who is making a film without a script. Fellini was undergoing
Jungian analysis during the making of this film and herein lies all the interior
ingredients necessary to create a cinematic masterpiece. (Tom Bowman)
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Library Corner
The Catalogue of the Center’s book collection is viewable online under the
“Library” tab. For recent acquisitions please check the website. The Library
is open when the Center is open, with special hours possible. We have an
extensive specialized library and comfortable space for browsing. Borrowing
privileges are available to members.

Maine Jung Center Hours

Docent Program
The Docent Program is a volunteer program that enriches our community in
many ways. In exchange for their service, docents can attend certain programs
at no cost. Docent training times are TBA. Please contact the Center if you
wish to become involved. We welcome your participation and need your help!

Certificates of Attendance and CEU’s

The Center is open Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday from 10 am to 2 pm.
Members are welcome to visit during office hours. Please call in advance
as hours frequently change. Special hours can be arranged.

The Center’s programs are relevant to the practice of social workers, LCPC’s,
psychologists, educators, and health care professionals. For a fee of $10, you
can receive a certificate of attendance at the end of each program, which you
may present to your relevant licensing Board.

Tools of Individuation

Directions

Anyone is welcome to submit an outline for a two-hour presentation of their
journey toward individuation, and to come to the Center to hear others’ stories.
Please email your outline to info@mainejungcenter.org.

Cycle of Core Courses
The Center offers a three-year cycle of six core courses, one per semester, on
these themes: Myth and Ritual, Psychological Type, Complex and Archetype,
Dreams, Jung’s Life and Ideas, Individuation and the Self

Scholarships
The Center offers need-based scholarships for courses and workshops.
Individuals may make one scholarship request per semester. Please
don’t hesitate to contact the Center for more information, at either
info@mainejungcenter.org or (207) 729-0300.

Student Discount
Discounts are offered to full-time college students. Present your college ID
(or bring it to the first class), and you may attend any class, workshop or
seminar for a $20 fee.
For more information please visit www.mainejungcenter.org.
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Please use an online map search, such as Google Maps or your GPS. Physical
addresses for program locations are listed with program descriptions. If you
need assistance, please call the Center at (207) 729-0300.

Discussion Groups

Please visit our website www.mainejungcenter.org and click on the
“Membership” tab for information about our ongoing discussion groups
for members. Have an idea for a discussion group? Please let us know at
info@mainejungcenter.org.

Membership
Member benefits include: discounts on all classes and programs; free discussion
groups; committee participation; access to our extensive library; an invitation
to our annual Members’ Eve party, with fine food, conversation and a special
program; participation in a vibrant community of individuals engaged in the
hard work of individuation. Membership fees provide financial sustainability
for the Center, allowing us to continue to present dynamic programming.

On the Web
Please follow us on Facebook, Twitter, or visit our website,
mainejungcenter.org, for the latest Center musings, Membership news, and
event updates. Do you have a presentation, publication or artwork that you’d
like us to share with other Members online? Please contact the Center at
info@mainejungcenter.org.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Certificates of Attendance and CEU’s

The Center’s programs are relevant to the practice of social workers, LCPC’s,
psychologists, educators, and health care professionals. For a fee of $10, you
can receive a certificate of attendance at the end of each program, which you
may present to your relevant licensing Board.

Cycle of Core Courses
The Center offers a three-year cycle of six core courses, one per semester, on
these themes: Myth and Ritual, Psychological Type, Complex and Archetype,
Dreams, Jung’s Life and Ideas, Individuation and the Self

Directions
Please use an online map search, such as Google Maps or your GPS. Physical
addresses for program locations are listed with program descriptions. If you
need assistance, please call the Center at (207) 729-0300.

Discussion Groups

Please visit our website www.mainejungcenter.org and click on the
“Membership” tab for information about our ongoing discussion groups
for members. Have an idea for a discussion group? Please let us know at
info@mainejungcenter.org.

Docent Program
The Docent Program is a volunteer program that enriches our community in
many ways. In exchange for their service, docents can attend certain programs
at no cost. Docent training times are TBA. Please contact the Center if you
wish to become involved. We welcome your participation and need your help!

Library Corner
The Catalogue of the Center’s book collection is viewable online under the
“Library” tab. For recent acquisitions please check the website. The Library
is open when the Center is open, with special hours possible. We have an
extensive specialized library and comfortable space for browsing. Borrowing
privileges are available to members.

Maine Jung Center Hours
The Center is open Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday from 10 am to 2 pm.
Members are welcome to visit during office hours. Please call in advance
as hours frequently change. Special hours can be arranged

Membership
Member benefits include: discounts on all classes and programs; free discussion
groups; committee participation; access to our extensive library; an invitation
to our annual Members’ Eve party, with fine food, conversation and a special
program; participation in a vibrant community of individuals engaged in the
hard work of individuation. Membership fees provide financial sustainability
for the Center, allowing us to continue to present dynamic programming.

On the Web
Please follow us on Facebook, Twitter, or visit our website,
mainejungcenter.org, for the latest Center musings, Membership news, and
event updates. Do you have a presentation, publication or artwork that you’d
like us to share with other Members online? Please contact the Center at
info@mainejungcenter.org.

Scholarships
The Center offers need-based scholarships for courses and workshops.
Individuals may make one scholarship request per semester. Please
don’t hesitate to contact the Center for more information, at either
info@mainejungcenter.org or (207) 729-0300.

Student Discount
Discounts are offered to full-time college students. Present your college ID
(or bring it to the first class), and you may attend any class, workshop or
seminar for a $20 fee.

Tools of Individuation
Anyone is welcome to submit an outline for a two-hour presentation of their
journey toward individuation, and to come to the Center to hear others’ stories.
Please email your outline to info@mainejungcenter.org.

For more information, visit us on the web at www.mainejungcenter.org
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